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LOGLINE
The desperate try of two lovers to meet despite the reality and all the ods, in a

distopyan world where the line between dreams and real life easily fades. 

SYNOPSIS
Two girls are sleeping in the same room, in two different beds, both connected to

a gas mask. Between them there's an ongoing tv. Suddenly one of them wakes up,

and walks out the room leaving her body there, discovering a complete different

world, full of nature, the same pictured in the tv. When also the other girl wakes

up and reaches the forest outside, both the bodies in the room start shaking. The

girls are running after each other, trying to finally meet, wheter in the dream,  

or in real life.



ABOUT THE FILM

Sounda Production started to work on this short film in the middle of 2017.  

The idea behind it is that love is such a source of will and connection between

people that despite all the obstacle it'll always come true. It's also a reflection on

how the body responds to our minds, and about the strenght of love's universal

concept against retrograde and homofobic ideas.



ABOUT TOMMASO SGRIZZI

Tommaso is an italian  

filmaker/writer/composer based in Turin. 

He's attending the Turin's University 

for Modern Literature and he's the founder 

of Sounda Production.



LINKS
Sounda Production 

www.soundaproduction.com 

 

LOVE Official Website 

www.soundaproduction.com/402-2/ 

 

Tommaso Sgrizzi Official Page 

www.soundaproduction.com/il-nostro-team/ 



CREDITS
Written and directed by 

Tommaso Sgrizzi 

 

Producers 

Luca Ceccopieri and Tommaso Sgrizzi 

 

Lead actresses 

Giulia Chinigò 

Francesca Sorice 

 

Soundtrack 

Tommaso Sgrizzi 

 

D.O.P. and Editor 

Luca Ceccopieri 

 








